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Abstract

Wellbeing is predominantly measured through surveys

but is increasingly measured by analysing individuals'

language on social media platforms using social media

text mining (SMTM). To investigate whether the struc-

ture of wellbeing is similar across both data collection

methods, we compared networks derived from survey

items and social media language features collected

from the same participants. The dataset was split into

an independent exploration (n = 1169) and a final sub-

set (n = 1000). After estimating exploration networks,

redundant survey items and language topics were elim-

inated. Final networks were then estimated using

exploratory graph analysis (EGA). The networks of sur-

vey items and those from language topics were similar,

both consisting of five wellbeing dimensions. The

dimensions in the survey- and SMTM-based assessment

of wellbeing showed convergent structures congruent

with theories of wellbeing. Specific dimensions found

in each network reflected the unique aspects of each

type of data (survey and social media language).

Networks derived from both language features and

survey items show similar structures. Survey and
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SMTM methods may provide complementary methods

to understand differences in human wellbeing.
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language, natural language processing, psychological networks,
social media, wellbeing, well-being

INTRODUCTION

The interest in the concept of wellbeing is increasing, given its relation to various positive
outcomes. Higher wellbeing is associated with better finances and social relations, more altruistic
behaviours, higher school achievement and better workplace functioning (Chapman &
Guven, 2016; James et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019; Maccagnan et al., 2019; Okabe-Miyamoto &
Lyubomirsky, in press; Oswald et al., 2015; Steptoe, 2019; Walsh et al., 2018). Increases in
wellbeing is found to be prospectively associated with lower healthcare costs and sickness benefits
in randomised nationally representative samples (Santini, Becher, et al., 2021; Santini, Nielsen,
et al., 2021) and other studies. If supported by governmental policies, positive wellbeing may boost
the socio-economical development of nations, because evidence suggests higher wellbeing levels
are associated with lower healthcare costs (Santini et al., 2021; Sears et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2013),
as well as job turnover and productivity loss (Sears et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2013).

There is a wide range of conceptualisations and measures for wellbeing. Overall, most
wellbeing measures can be categorised under subjective (or hedonic) and psychological
(or eudaimonic) wellbeing (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Ryff, 1989). Subjective wellbeing (SWB),
reflecting a hedonic conceptualisation of wellbeing, consists of cognitive and affective evalua-
tion of one's life. The cognitive component of the SWB is captured by life satisfaction, whereas
the affective component is measured by (the presence of) positive affect and (the absence of)
negative affect (Diener et al., 1985). Psychological wellbeing (PWB; Ryff, 1989), based on an
eudaimonic conceptualisation of wellbeing, is defined as positive functioning in life, consisting
of positive relations, autonomy, environmental mastery, personal growth, purpose in life and
self-acceptance. Despite their unique features, most wellbeing measures at least moderately cor-
relate with each other, suggesting an underlying common, broad wellbeing factor (Bartels &
Boomsma, 2009; Baselmans & Bartels, 2018; Disabato et al., 2016; Longo et al., 2016).

The majority of studies investigating wellbeing are based on self-report questionnaires
(Dolan et al., 2011; also see p. 154 in Proctor & Tweed, 2016). Although shown to be reliable,
use of questionnaires is time consuming and may be prone to biases such as social desirability
(Edwards, 1957), recollection bias (see, for instance, Shiffman et al., 1997) or wording effects
(Schuman & Presser, 1996). In addition, questionnaire items capture wellbeing over extended
time periods by asking individuals to reflect on their past or general life at present
(e.g. wellbeing over the last 6 months or ‘how happy are you in general?’), providing a static
measure of wellbeing. A potential alternative for the assessment of wellbeing is through the
analysis of individuals' language expressed on social media over an extended time period.

In 2020, more than 3.6 billion people worldwide used social media platforms
(Tankovska, 2020). Social media platforms provide a medium for people to share their
thoughts, emotions and behaviours in real time, which can be accessed unobtrusively.
As a data-driven method that summarises users' language use, Latent Dirichlet Allocation
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(LDA; Blei et al., 2003) allows for identifying naturally occurring word clusters in individuals'
language on social media based on a data-driven approach. These word clusters, called LDA
topics, include words that have related meanings. For instance, a language topic may include
words such as ‘tomorrow, excited, nervous’, whereas another topic includes words like ‘friends,
family, thankful’. For each individual, relative frequencies of these topics can be calculated,
resulting in topic usage scores. A higher topic usage score indicates that the given person has a
higher probability of using the words included in a particular topic compared with individuals
with a lower score. Topic usage scores can be thought of as analogous to survey scores and have
been utilised previously for the automatic assessment of a wide range of traits based on the lan-
guage expressed on social media such as personality (Park et al., 2015), depression and mental
illness (Eichstaedt et al., 2018; Guntuku et al., 2017). In LDA, different but related words are
compiled into topics, whereas in the survey measures, different items are used to assess an over-
arching construct (e.g. satisfaction with life items aggregated into a satisfaction with life sum
score) (for a review, see Eichstaedt et al., 2021).

LDA is one of the various methods available to automatically analyse the language of indi-
viduals on social media to assess traits, which collectively can be referred to as social media text
mining (SMTM) methods. SMTM methods can provide an unobtrusive and real-time measure-
ment of wellbeing based on the language coming from the social media accounts of individuals.
It is known that survey- and SMTM-based wellbeing correlate with each other (meta-analytic
estimates of .54, 95% CI [.37, .67] for location-level studies, and .33, 95% CI [.25, .40]) for
individual-level assessments (Sametoglu et al., 2022). Such level of convergence obtained
between the survey- and SMTM-based wellbeing scores are considered as an indicator of
(convergent) validity. However, these correlations are based on aggregate measures of wellbeing
(sum of survey items and the predicted wellbeing levels based on all topics features). Thus, at a
more fine-grained level, it is still unclear to what extent the wellbeing survey items and social
media language features associated with wellbeing are structurally similar. Alternative methods
are needed to address these research questions.

To compare wellbeing assessments based on surveys and SMTM in a different way, and to
further evaluate the validity of the SMTM method, a network analysis can be employed to
examine both the structural and content-based similarities between the two methods. More
specifically, by using partial correlation networks (Borsboom & Cramer, 2013) with exploratory
graph analysis (EGA; Golino & Epskamp, 2017), the complex relations and data-driven clusters
occurring among the wellbeing survey items and SMTM-based wellbeing topic use scores can
be mapped out. In addition, both survey- and language-based partial correlation networks can
be compared in terms of their similarities with regard to their dimensions and whether their
dimensions both align with the existing theoretical conceptualisations of wellbeing. For a more
thorough examination, it is also possible to evaluate the most central items in the network. This
can be achieved by estimating different network centrality measures (e.g. closeness, betweenness,
strength), which can be also compared across both networks, but also with the existing
wellbeing literature.

Relatedly, a number of studies has previously applied the network approach to understand
the structure of survey-based wellbeing, whereas similar studies are lacking for social media
language-based wellbeing measures. The survey-based network studies have provided informa-
tion on which wellbeing items appear to be most important in terms on the strength centrality
metric (average strength of the edges that a node had with the other nodes), in which their
results were largely consistent among each other. Stochl et al. (2019) used the 14-item
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWBS; Tennant et al., 2007), aimed to
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capture both hedonic and eudaimonic aspects of wellbeing, applied on a sample consisting of
four UK cohorts. The most central three items were about self-acceptance, self-confidence and
cheerfulness. Similarly, a study by Zeng et al. (2019) used network analysis to study wellbeing
items related to engagement, perseverance, optimism, connectedness and happiness (see the
EPOCH wellbeing survey; Kern, Benson, et al., 2016; Kern et al., 2019) on a Chinese adolescent
sample. They found the items with the highest centrality were about being absorbed in the cur-
rent activity, optimism and cheerfulness. In another study, Van de Weijer et al. (2021) estimated
a network on a wide variety of measures including satisfaction with life, subjective happiness,
quality of life, flourishing, self-rated health, depressive symptoms, neuroticism and loneliness.
The most important three items (based on the strength centrality) were about overall satisfac-
tion with life, feeling unworthy or inferior. Lastly, a study by Giuntoli and Vidotto (2021)
applied network analysis on SWB (Diener et al., 1985), flourishing (Diener et al., 2010) and
affect (via the Scale of Positive and Negative Experience [SPANE]; Diener et al., 2010) in an Ital-
ian adult sample. Their results revealed that the life satisfaction item ‘I am satisfied with life’
was the most central item in their network. Overall, the mentioned studies have used partial
correlation networks to map out the complex structure of wellbeing based on the survey items.
The results obtained from these studies primarily highlighted self-acceptance/self-worth as a
recurring theme among their most central and influential items (as long as an item related to
such a theme was in the study). These previous studies, however, have failed to include more
detailed measures of eudaimonic wellbeing such as the Ryff Scales of Psychological Wellbeing
(PWBS) (Ryff, 1989). Further, the previous studies have not used network indices on the global
state of a network, but rather focused on node-level characteristics. These node-level character-
istics such as strength, closeness or betweenness only provide information on the importance of
an individual node relative to the total network structures, with the aim for finding the most
relevant items for improving wellbeing of individuals. However, when one is interested in the
structure of wellbeing as a construct, the network should also be viewed in its entirety, that is,
as a system (Borsboom et al., 2021). Inclusion of global network indices can provide informa-
tion with regard to the extent to which wellbeing networks (as summarised through surveys or
other measures) are densely connected, clustered or homogenous, which cannot be otherwise
provided through by only looking at the node-level characteristics.

Contrary to the more frequent application of network methodology on the survey-based
wellbeing measures, the number of studies applying this method on language is limited. As one
of these few examples available, Kjellstrom and Golino (2019) have applied data-driven network
analysis to identify the most important health responsibility themes emerging in interview tran-
scripts from different age groups (Kjellstrom & Golino, 2019). Further, to our knowledge, no
study has leveraged network methods to assess the structure of wellbeing as reflected by
SMTM-based measures. Estimating networks on social media language topics combined with
EGA can provide a valuable opportunity to lay out the structure of SMTM-based wellbeing and
further allow to find which data-driven wellbeing dimensions exist in such language-based
social media data. Importantly, it allows for an investigation of the validity of SMTM-based
wellbeing by comparing its network structure with the network of survey-based wellbeing.

THE PRESENT STUDY

The networks estimated using survey responses and social media language can provide
insight into the structure of wellbeing as assessed by each method. Additionally, they can
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reveal the degree and manner in which SMTM-based wellbeing assessments are similar to
existing survey measures. Such a fine-grained comparison (through the networks) between
the survey and SMTM-based wellbeing is important as the correlational convergence shown
by the existing literature (Sametoglu et al., 2022) is only based on the aggregate measures of
wellbeing (sum of survey items and the predicted wellbeing levels based on all topics
features) and does not allow for a comparison between the individual elements (items and
language topics) that adds up to overall survey- and SMTM-based wellbeing scores. Therefore,
the present study leverages network analysis to provide a detailed comparison between the
two methods.

Importantly, in the present study, we use both hedonic and eudaimonic measures of
wellbeing. This was because the conceptual breadth of the wellbeing survey measures previ-
ously used to correlate with SMTM-based wellbeing scores were mostly limited to hedonic mea-
sures of wellbeing (i.e. positive affect or life satisfaction) (Sametoglu et al., 2022). However,
contemporary theories of wellbeing (Diener et al., 1985; Keyes et al., 2010; Ryff, 1989) suggest
that including both hedonic and eudaimonic wellbeing measures ensure a more comprehensive
and detailed picture of an individual's wellbeing levels. Therefore, the comparisons between
survey and SMTM-based measures for wellbeing should involve both hedonic and eudaimonic
aspects of wellbeing. By doing so, we aim to provide a more exhaustive and complete view on
the alignment of both survey and SMTM wellbeing assessment methods. We also include global
measures in addition to node-level network measures to expand our view on how survey and
language networks align with each other.

METHOD

Participants and procedure

The present study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Pennsyl-
vania (IRB No. 813866). Adult participants in the United States were recruited through
Qualtrics. The analyses were based on the 2169 individuals (59% male) who filled out the ques-
tionnaire, consented to share their Facebook data, posted at least 500 words on their Facebook
statuses (Kern, Park, et al., 2016), passed the attention check items of the survey and had no
missing data for the variables we used. In the sample, the mean age was 41.38 (SD = 15.6,
range = 18–84), and the average yearly household was US$51,771.97 (SD = 85,140.32). Twenty
per cent of the participants had a high school degree, 28% had an uncompleted college educa-
tion, 11% had a two-year degree from a college, and 19% had a 4-year bachelor's degree. The
remaining 2% had reported having either less than a high school diploma (or no schooling), a
non-college education after high school, an uncompleted postgraduate education or a postgrad-
uate degree. The sample consisted of 80% Caucasian, 5% Hispanic/Latino, 9% Black/African
American, 1% Native American/American Indian, 3% Asian/Pacific Islander and 2% ‘other eth-
nicities’. The total number of statuses was 1,650,709 ranging from 8 to 5086 per individual
(M = 761.05; SD = 793.94). To ensure higher robustness of our results, we randomly divided
our data into an exploration (n = 1169) and final subset (n = 1000). The exploration subset was
used for deciding on redundant survey items and language topics to be excluded from our final
networks and for detecting any potential problems such as wording effects in our survey mea-
sures. On the contrary, the final subset was only used to estimate final survey- and language-
based wellbeing networks. The decision for the number of individuals to be included in each
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subset was based on power analyses that were performed prior to any of our analyses
(see Supporting Information S1).

Survey measures

The items of the following surveys were included in the exploration network.

Quality of life

To measure global life satisfaction on a scale of 0–10, a single-item measure, the Cantril Ladder
was used (Cantril, 1965). The item is: ‘Please imagine a ladder with steps numbered from 0 at
the bottom to 10 at the top. The top of the ladder represents the best possible life for you and
the bottom of the ladder represents the worst possible life for you. On which step of the
ladder would you say you personally feel you stand at this time?’ Single-item measures for
wellbeing (such as Cantril Ladder in this case) are usually found reliable (Lucas & Brent
Donnellan, 2012).

Satisfaction with life

The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS; Diener et al., 1985) is a 5-item measure of global life
satisfaction. Participants responded to each item on a 7-point Likert scale with 1 meaning
strongly disagree and 7 indicating strongly agree. Two example items are: ‘My life is going more
or less as I wished’ and ‘I am satisfied with life’. The internal consistency of SWLS in the
present study (based on the full sample) was high (coefficient alpha = .91).

Flourishing

The Flourishing Scale (Diener et al., 2010) is a measure of eudaimonic wellbeing consisting of
eight items. Participants responded to each item on a 7-point Likert scale (1 strongly disagree
and 7 strongly agree). Example items are: ‘I lead a purposeful and meaningful life’ and
‘I am engaged and interested in my daily activities’. The internal consistency of this scale
(based on the full sample) was .92.

PWB

The Ryff PWBS (Ryff, 1989) was used to measure eudaimonic wellbeing and its six theoretical
subcomponents: autonomy, environmental mastery, personal growth, positive relations, pur-
pose in life and self-acceptance. The scale consists of 42 items in total and seven items per
dimension. Example items for each of the eudaimonic wellbeing dimensions are as follows:
‘I have confidence in my opinions, even if they are contrary to the general consensus
(autonomy)’, ‘In general, I feel I am in charge of the situation in which I live (environmental
mastery)’, ‘I think it is important to have new experiences that challenge how you think about
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yourself and the world (personal growth)’, ‘People would describe me as a giving person, will-
ing to share my time with others (positive relations)’, ‘Some people wander aimlessly through
life, but I am not one of them (purpose in life)’, ‘When I look at the story of my life, I am
pleased with how things have turned out (self-acceptance)’. The internal consistency coefficient
(based on the full sample) for the total scale was .94, whereas for the subscales the coefficients
ranged between .75 (personal growth) and .88 (self-acceptance).

Social media language measures

Social media wellbeing topic usage scores were based on Facebook data. In the present study,
each survey participant provided access to their Facebook status updates. After acquiring
their raw Facebook data, all non-English data were filtered and deleted, URLs and mentions
(indicated by ‘@’) were replaced with <URL> and <USER> tags, and duplicate Facebook
posts were removed. Subsequently, 1-g language features (i.e. single words) were extracted as
the unit of analysis for the language features. We deleted words that were used by less than
5% of the participants. In line with Kern, Park, et al. (2016), participants with less than
500 words were excluded from the analyses. Next, topic usage scores were calculated for each
individual, based on an existing weighted LDA topic lexicon consisting of 500 language topics
and their associated weights for reflecting the wellbeing of individuals (Eichstaedt
et al., 2021). LDA was performed via the Mallet package (McCallum, 2002) on a random sub-
set of 5 million Facebook statuses provided in the myPersonality dataset (Stillwell &
Kosinski, 2004). This allowed us to calculate 500 different topic scores for each individual in
our sample.

Statistical analyses

The preregistered analyses, and the deviations made from this initial plan, can be accessed from
the following link: 10.17605/OSF.IO/XPDWR

Topic selection and pruning

LDA topics are often near-duplicates. In network models, having duplicate topics is not desir-
able. Therefore, we reduced the number of topics to be included in our language-based network
in the exploration dataset. To de-duplicate the set of associated topics, the 500 topics were
sorted in order of their correlation with each of the nine survey-based wellbeing sum scores
(Cantril Ladder, SWL, Flourishing and the six subscales Ryff PWBS). The Benjamini–Hochberg
procedure (BH; Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) was applied on the p-values to control the false
discovery rate. For each sorted column of topics (nine in total), a lower-ranking topic was not
included if more than 25% of its top 15 words were also contained in the top 15 words of a
higher-ranked topic. In this process, we limited the final number of topics in our list to be
between 50 and 60 to have a similar number of nodes as in our survey-based wellbeing explora-
tion network. To align the survey and network wellbeing scores, we reverse coded the topic
usage probabilities of topics based on their correlations with the wellbeing scales. If a topic's
highest correlation with the wellbeing scales was negative, the usage probability of this topic
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was subtracted from 1 (i.e. reverse coded) so that a higher topic score reflected a higher level of
wellbeing. The correlations between the selected topics and the wellbeing sum scores are pro-
vided in Supporting Information S2.

Network estimation

EGA (R package ‘EGAnet’; Golino & Epskamp, 2017) was used to (1) estimate a partial correla-
tion network with graphical LASSO (glasso; Friedman et al., 2008) as well as Extended Bayesian
Information Criterion (EBIC; Chen & Chen, 2008) and (2) identify the node clusters via the
walktrap algorithm (Pons & Latapy, 2006). EGA reveals dimensions underlying a network
structure; thus, it is used for identifying factors similar to factor analysis methods (Christensen
et al., 2019; Golino et al., 2020; Golino & Demetriou, 2017; Golino & Epskamp, 2017). The use
of the glasso algorithm requires the gamma tuning parameter to be set manually; it is often set
between 0 and 0.5 (Foygel & Drton, 2010). A value of 0 means more edges are estimated, but
those edges could include more spurious ones (explorative), whereas a value of 0.5 means fewer
edges will be estimated, but some true edges may be missed (cautious). We favoured a cautious
approach by using 0.5 for our tuning parameter to avoid the risk of false positive edges in our
networks.1 To facilitate comparisons, nodes in our survey networks were categorised in colours
in accordance with the dimensions they theoretically belong to (e.g. all SWLS items were
coloured the same), and the dimensions they were placed by the data-driven EGA algorithm
(e.g. all items in EGA dimension 1 the same colour). For the language-based network, the nodes
were only categorised in colours based on their data-driven dimensions, because no prior classi-
fication of these nodes were present.

Attenuating for wording effects

After estimating our pre-registered survey- and language-based exploration networks, clear neg-
ative and positive wording effects emerged for the Ryff PWBS items. This resulted in all posi-
tively worded items forming one cluster and negatively worded items forming another,
regardless of their item content. Because of this, the data-driven dimensions detected through
EGA were not in line with the hypothesised dimensions (except the autonomy subscale).
Fifty-six items formed five factors in which four of these factors (comprising a total of 47 items)
included either only positive or only negative items indicative of different subscale, whereas the
fifth factor with the mixed worded items contained all autonomy items from the PWBS together
with two items that belonged to another subscale. These wording effects and difficulties in repli-
cating the originally hypothesised factor structure of Ryff's scales have previously been reported
(Abbott et al., 2006; Burns & Machin, 2009; Sirigatti et al., 2009; Springer et al., 2006;
Springer & Hauser, 2006; Triado et al., 2007). To attenuate for these wording effects in the
survey-based exploration and final networks, we used the ‘residualEGA’ from the EGAnet
package (Garcia-Pardina et al., 2022; for the details of the model, see Maydeu-Olivares &
Coffman, 2006). Using this method, we fitted a latent wording/method factor to account for
wording effects, after which the EGA dimensions were modelled based on the remaining
‘residual correlation matrix’. We also applied MDSnet from the networktools package that
makes the distances between the nodes interpretable (Jones et al., 2018), meaning nodes more
related to each other are also depicted closer.
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Network trimming

After estimating our survey- and language-based exploration networks, we checked possible
redundancies in our item and language topic sets. That is, if two separate nodes have similar
correlations with other ‘third variables’ in a network, they most likely capture the same
construct, indicating redundancy. We used the goldbricker function from the networktools R
package (Jones, 2022) to check for redundancy and eliminate redundant items/language topics
(i.e. ‘network trimming’) in our exploration network before estimating our survey- and
language-based final networks. This function calculated the proportion of significantly different
correlations for each node pair. The items/language topics were discarded if a node pair had less
than 50% of their correlations different (thus indicating high levels of similarity). The resulting
list of item/language topics was used to estimate the survey- and language-based networks in
our final sample.

Evaluation

Network evaluation

To evaluate the characteristics of the networks as a whole, we used the following three mea-
sures: the global clustering coefficient, density, small-world-ness and average predictability. The
global clustering coefficient (i.e. transitivity) reflects how frequent a single node's neighbour
nodes are also connected to each other—or how much the network is ‘clustered’ (Costantini
et al., 2019)—and is calculated by dividing the number of close triads (a group consisting of
their nodes that are all connected to each other), over the possible triads (a group of three nodes
where each node is not necessarily connected via a direct path). The global clustering coeffi-
cient can range between 0 and 1, where 0 reflects none of the triads are closed and 1 indicates
all triads are closed. A network with a high global clustering coefficient can be interpreted as
highly connected and clustered, whereas a low global clustering coefficient is an indication that
the network consists of a high number of weak ties. Density is a measure of overall connected-
ness in network, and it is equal to the number of edges present relative to the number of
theoretically possible edges. Density can take values between 0 and 1, the estimates closer to
0 reflecting more sparsity and the estimates closer to 1 indicating a more complex
(i.e. ‘connected’) network structure. Small-world-ness is a situation where global clustering
coefficient is high and average path lengths are short (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). Values between
1 and 3 are considered as borderline where values higher than 3 indicate such small-world-ness
(Humphries & Gurney, 2008). Average predictability in a network shows, on average, how
much the nodes across the network can be predicted by neighbouring nodes (Haslbeck &
Fried, 2017). Higher average predictability can be considered as more homogeneity within a
network, whereas lower values can be thought as a sign of higher homogeneity
(or interchangeability) among the network nodes.

Network node evaluation

To evaluate the importance of each node within our networks, we used the three commonly
used centrality measures: closeness, betweenness and strength (Isvoranu et al., 2022). Closeness
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shows how strongly a node is indirectly connected to other nodes in a network (calculated by
taking the inverse of the sum of distances from one node to all other nodes). Betweenness of a
node indicates if particular node has a key role in connecting other nodes and is based on how
often one node is in the shortest paths between other nodes. Strength reflects how strongly a
node is directly connected to other nodes (calculated by taking the sum of absolute edge weights
connected to each node). Strength can only be used effectively if the edge weights are positive,
as this measure does not differentiate between positive and negative edge weights, which may
lead to these values cancelling each other out. Therefore, we also include expected influence,
which also assesses strength but considers both positive and negative edges in terms of calculat-
ing the strength value.

The network links (or ‘edges’) in the present study represent statistically significant partial
correlations between two nodes while taking into account (i.e. ‘controlling for’) all other vari-
ables in the network. Each network edge has a weight parameter that reflects the strength of
such an association between two nodes (see Borsboom et al., 2021 for a more detailed descrip-
tion). All of the global network measures (i.e. global clustering coefficient, density and small-
world-ness, as well as the node-specific network measures, i.e. closeness, betweenness,
strength, expected influence) are based on the partial correlations between nodes in the
network.

Network performance

To assess the accuracy of the edge weights, we used bootstrapping to provide confidence inter-
vals (CIs at alpha = .5) (Bollen & Stine, 1992). For the survey-based final network, we per-
formed parametric bootstrapping by inputting the estimated residualised network structure/
weights, whereas for the language-based final networks, we applied nonparametric boo-
tstrapping where portions of the raw data were resampled in each iteration. Nonparametric
bootstrapping is commonly used when the underlying distribution of the data is unknown or
non-normal, such as in language data (‘Zipf's law’; Newman, 2005).

To assess the stability of centrality indices, we used case-dropping bootstrapping method
(Epskamp et al., 2018). In each iteration, a bigger percentage of cases/individuals are dropped
from the sample, and the centrality measures are re-calculated. The whole process results with
a centrality stability coefficient (CS coefficient) for each of the centrality measures
(i.e. betweenness, closeness and strength) (Epskamp et al., 2018). The CS coefficient reflects the
minimum correlation between the centrality measures based on the full data and the centrality
measures based on the subsets of the data. The minimum value for CS coefficient is .25 to sig-
nify the stability of the estimates (Epskamp et al., 2018).

Network comparisons

We compared the survey-based and social media language-based final networks on several
characteristics: the number of dimensions and edges identified, the value of general network
indices (i.e. global clustering coefficient, density and small-world-ness) and the semantic con-
tent of each dimension identified in both networks. We also presented and compared the most
and the least important nodes in each of the networks based on their centrality scores
(betweenness, closeness, strength and expected influence).
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RESULTS

Network estimation and trimming

Our survey-based exploration network resulted in 484 positive and nine negative (1.8%) edges
(493 in total), whereas our SM language-based exploration network consisted of 299 positive
and 90 negative (23.7%) edges (379 in total). The EGA algorithm identified five data-driven clus-
ters in the survey network and nine in the language-based explorative network (see Supporting
Information S3–S5 for the related network graphs). The network trimming identified 14 out of
56 items and five out of 52 language topics as redundant (see Supporting Information S6–S9 for
the list of items and language topics, respectively).

The survey-based final network using the remaining 42 items included 321 edges [315 posi-
tive and six negative (1.9%)]. In Figures 1 and 2, the survey-based final network is presented in
two ways: (1) with nodes colour-coded in accordance with their theoretical dimensions and
(2) with nodes colour-coded in accordance with their data-driven dimensions. The data-driven
approach (based on EGA) suggested that items from nine theoretically defined dimensions can
be summarised in five dimensions as depicted (see Table 1 for the list of these items and their
related dimensions). The language-based network (as depicted in Figure 3) using the remaining
47 language topics included 325 edges [265 positive and 60 negative (18.5%)]. The data-driven

FIGURE 1 Residualised survey-based final network grouped by theory-based dimensions.
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approach summarised these topics in five clusters (see Table 2 for list of these topics and
dimensions).

Network evaluation

The global network measures for the survey and language-based final networks were as follows:
The density values were 0.37 and 0.30, for the survey and language-based final networks,
respectively; thus, both networks were sparser than complex (0.50 is the perfect balance),
although the language network was sparser. The average predictabilities were 0.51 (SD = 0.14)
and 0.66 (SD = 0.15) for survey and language networks, respectively. This indicated that, on
average, an individual node was able to be predicted by other nodes better in the language-
based final network than the survey-based final network. The small-world-ness scores were
1.22 and 1.26, indicating borderline values for both networks (Humphries & Gurney, 2008). The
global clustering coefficients were 0.50 and 0.37 for the survey- and the language-based final
network. These indicated average levels of clustering in the survey and less clustered structure
for the language-based final network.

FIGURE 2 Residualised survey-based final network grouped by data-driven dimensions.
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TABLE 1 ‘Data‐driven’ (based on the exploratory graph analysis) and theoretical dimensions in survey‐based
final network.

Item Dimension Theoretical dimension Content

FL1 1 Flourishing Has a purposeful life

FL2 1 Flourishing Has good social relationships

FL4 1 Flourishing Is making others happy

FL5 1 Flourishing Is capable

FL7 1 Flourishing Is optimistic

FL8 1 Flourishing Is respected

PG1 1 Personal growth Open to new exp.

PG2 1 Personal growth Self‐development

PG3 1 Personal growth Interested in pers gr.

PG4 1 Personal growth Interested in growth

PG5 1 Personal growth Thinks he improved him/herself

PG7 1 Personal growth Believes one can grow and change

RL2 1 Relationships Family/friends

RL3 1 Relationships Thinks he/she is a giving person

PU2 1 Purpose Is a future planner/worker

PU3 1 Purpose Is not avoiding the future

PU4 1 Purpose Thinks there are things to do in the future

PU6 1 Purpose Knows what to do in the future

PU7 1 Purpose Still setting goals/motivated

EM1 2 Mastery Is responsible

EM2 2 Mastery Is responsible

EM4 2 Mastery Is responsible

EM6 2 Mastery Her responsibilities do not overwhelm her

EM7 2 Mastery Have no difficulty in arranging her life according
to his/her standards

SA1 2 Self‐acceptance Accepting the past

SA4 2 Self‐acceptance Self‐general confidence

SA5 2 Self‐acceptance Thinks others don't have better life

SA7 2 Self‐acceptance Thinks him/herself is not worse than others in
liking him/herself

LS1 3 Subjective wellbeing Has a life close to his/her ideals

LS2 3 Subjective wellbeing His/her life conditions are excellent

LS3 3 Subjective wellbeing Satisfied with life

LS5 3 Subjective wellbeing Got what he/she wanted from life

SA2 3 Self‐acceptance In general okay with his/her past

(Continues)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Item Dimension Theoretical dimension Content

A1 4 Autonomy Not afraid to tell his/her opinions that are contrary
to other people's

A2 4 Autonomy Not being influenced

A3 4 Autonomy Has confidence in opinions

A4 4 Autonomy Thinks his/her own appreciation is more important
than the others'

A5 4 Autonomy Not worrying what others think

A6 4 Autonomy Not changing his/her mind because of the significant
others

RL5 5 Relationships Not lonely

RL6 5 Relationships Not lonely

RL7 5 Relationships Thinks others are not less lonely

FIGURE 3 Language-based final network grouped by data-driven dimensions.
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TABLE 2 Topic clusters identified through EGA on final network.

Topic Dimension Words (topic content)

T54 1 human,nature,freedom,beings,power,happiness,fear,humanity,evil,
religion,humans,compassion,society,race,lama

T90 1 ignorance,opinion,fact,character,bliss,lack,opinions,personality,respect,
judge,ignorant,honest,intelligent,reputation,form

T113 1 word,english,language,speak,french,spanish,words,german,accent,learn,
japanese,means,chinese,meaning,british

T143 1 positive,thoughts,mind,negative,thinking,energy,focus,emotions,feelings,
attitude,mixed,control,situation,calm,optimistic

T154 1 learn,learned,lesson,teach,lessons,learning,experience,taught,important,
learnt,mistakes,boobs,everyday,valuable,teaches

T162 1 read,write,writing,story,wrote,book,reading,letter,poem,written,notes,
poetry,note,stories,block

T305 1 reality,human,knowledge,experience,universe,nature,action,sense,create,
meaning,simply,exist,existence,logic,imagination

T349 1 college,university,meeting,student,students,accepted,program,library,
campus,center,club,conference,letter,event,national

T419 1 government,country,rights,war,america,law,american,state,public,
obama,system,states,president,nation,political

T447 1 success,failure,happiness,goal,achieve,goals,reach,key,fail,succeed,ralph,
emerson,waldo,successful,greatest

T463 1 business,skills,management,social,career,information,research,company,
personal,system,training,major,professional,marketing,medical

T469 1 freedom,american,religion,christian,history,america,country,agree,hitler,
religious,christians,flag,russia,jewish,african

T88 2 trip,road,camping,field,planning,adventure,trips,packing,vacation,dum,
plan,mission,travel,mini,zoo

T189–f 2 school,tomorrow,starts,monday,summer,classes,forward,starting,tuesday,
wednesday,vacation,tommorrow,cancelled,orientation,closed

T149–f 2 wait,can't,tomorrow,til,ahhhh,nevermind,tommorrow,arsed,tamed,
ahhhhhhh,snowboarding,agian,nvm,thrusday,sleeeeeep

T199–f 2 tomorrow,excited,nervous,luck,starting,interview,kinda,scared,anxious,
surgery,worried,nerves,excitement,audition,tommorow

T304–f 2 excited,super,sooo,soooo,stoked,pumped,duper,sooooo,uber,psyched,
sooooooo,soooooo,prom,junior,mega

T328–f 2 wait,can't,till,weekend,friday,saturday,til,sunday,cnt,2morrow,tomarrow,
tommorow,hurry,camping,untill

T481–f 2 woot,yay,whoot,haircut,woohoo,tattoo,braces,wooot,yippie,yippee,
payday,babysitting,tomorow,gots,flags

T24–f 3 mom,dad,yrs,mum,years,hero,proud,heaven,angel,blessed,18,16,25,age,
annoying

T28–f 3 damn,hell,god,bloody,fucking,dam,dammit,wtf,pissed,damned,fine,
damnit,>.<,shut,curse

(Continues)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Topic Dimension Words (topic content)

T85–f 3 don't,care,forget,worry,anymore,understand,talk,bother,judge,expect,
honestly,pretend,they'd,they'll,maya

T132 3 friends,family,thankful,wonderful,blessed,grateful,loving,support,lucky,
husband,share,helped,caring,supportive,truely

T200–f 3 wrong,what's,there's,whats,point,prove,happening,figure,they're,worse,
wondering,difference,happened,supposed,somethings

T275 3 crazy,stupid,insane,normal,smart,dumb,driving,mad,they're,completely,
drive,weird,sane,ridiculous,nuts

T289 3 fucking,suck,fuck,dick,balls,ass,bum,sucks,cock,asshole,bitch,fat,fuckin,
bastard,douche

T306–f 3 inside,deep,breath,pain,breathe,hide,alive,slowly,holding,dying,skin,
control,breathing,scream,breaking

T316 3 stop,can't,thinking,talking,crying,laughing,smiling,loving,calling,quit,
stopped,raining,believing,dreaming,worrying

T371 3 guy,girl,he's,dude,random,hes,talking,creepy,chick,gay,named,asks,kid,
walks,asian

T387 3 weird,kinda,strange,reason,funny,odd,kind,random,interesting,o.o,hmm,
sudden,urge,sounds,finds

T409 3 doesn't,don't,matter,understand,anymore,care,matters,fact,doesnt,
realize,exist,trust,important,explain,count

T444–f 3 people,stop,talk,stupid,grow,talking,act,rude,they're,shut,annoying,
drama,immature,ignorant,piss

T488 3 family,great,wonderful,dinner,visit,reunion,spent,visiting,cousins,
parents,enjoyed,hanging,aunt,evening,spending

T198–f 4 confused,feeling,angry,sad,kinda,mood,upset,depressed,pissed,frustrated,
mad,annoyed,lonely,slightly,stressed

T255–f 4 hate,hates,mondays,ugh,suck,passion,hating,absolutely,haters,fact,
tuesdays,dislike,allergies,‐_‐,sundays

T262–f 4 bad,feel,didnt,wow,:/,kinda,wasnt,sucked,felt,totally,forgot,tho,wasn't,
worse,=(

T278–f 4 sick,:(,feel,hate,ugh,feeling,sucks,:/,crap,=(,hates,feelin,bein,fml,stomach

T294–f 4 headache,major,worst,horrible,ugh,terrible,attack,boredom,migraine,
massive,hangover,panic,sigh,worse,rid

T360–f 4 im,gonna,ill,wont,guess,gunna,ive,didnt,gona,iam,whos,ima,havent,
prolly,imma

T386–f 4 tired,i'm,sick,exhausted,mentally,physically,stressed,emotionally,
drained,soooo,sore,freaking,completely,extremely,sooooo

T434–f 4 wanna,don't,dont,talk,anymore,cry,scream,billionaire,badly,cover,wana,
dun,magazine,fricking,oprah

T495–f 4 school,dont,wanna,:/,ugh,doesnt,sucks,skool,tommorow,tomorow,=/,d:,
idk,ughh,bleh
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Network node-level evaluation

All of the estimated centrality indices are provided in Figures 4 and 5 for the survey- and
language-based final networks. The items with highest strength, indicating the highest connect-
edness to other nodes in the survey network, were SA4 (‘In general, I feel confident and positive
about myself’), LS3 (‘I am satisfied with my life’), A3 (‘I have confidence in my opinions even
if they are contrary to the general consensus’) and EM7 (inverse of ‘I have difficulty arranging
my life in a way that is satisfying to me’) (2.08, 1.53, 1.52, 1.36 SD above the mean, respectively).
The topics with highest strength, thus indicating the highest connectedness to other nodes in
the social media based final network, were T444 (inverse of ‘being angry to or annoyed by
other people’) and T54 (was largely about ‘nature, compassion, and other positive feelings’)
(2.13, 1.20 SD above the mean, respectively).

In the survey network, the nodes PG2 (‘I have the sense that I have developed a lot as a per-
son over time’), A3 (‘I have confidence in my opinions even if they are contrary to the general
consensus’), SA4 (‘In general, I feel confident and positive about myself’) and PG1 (‘I think it is
important to have new experiences that challenge how you think about the world’) showed the
highest betweenness, meaning that they connected the other nodes to each other the most
(2.77, 2.52, 1.82, 1.63 SD above the mean, respectively). In the language network, the topics
with highest betweenness were T444 and T54, thus the same as the topic that showed the
highest connectedness (3.04, 2.52 SD above the mean, respectively).

The items with highest closeness, meaning the nodes that had the shortest paths to rest of
the nodes in the network, were items SA4 (‘In general, I feel confident and positive about
myself’), FL7 (‘I am optimistic about my future’) and FL5 (‘I am competent and capable in the
activities that are important to me’) for the survey-based final network (2.31, 1.71, 1.50 SD
above the mean, respectively) and topic T444 (i.e. not being angry or annoyed with others) for
the social media language-based final network (2.14 SD above the mean, respectively).

The network nodes A2 (‘My decisions are not usually influenced by what everyone else is
doing’) and PU3 (‘I tend to focus on the present, because the future nearly always brings me
problems’) had consistently the lowest centrality scores, hence indicated lower relative impor-
tance, in the survey-based final network. For the social media language-based final network,
T24 (lack or inverse of commemorating a loved one) and T294 (largely about lack of having
headache, migraine and hangover) showed the lowest centrality scores.

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Topic Dimension Words (topic content)

T196–f 5 i'm,i'll,guess,who's,heh,alright,it'll,we'll,eh,suppose,dunno,bet,awhile,
eventually,admit

T321–f 5 i'm,afraid,glad,scared,alive,dying,supposed,losing,standing,changing,
addicted,fallin,letting,barely,worried

T388–f 5 it's,that's,fine,there's,fault,blame,isn't,line,mine,perfectly,fit,ain't,fair,
fucked,shame

T450–f 5 i'm,bitch,mad,addicted,trouble,lucky,drama,ahead,queen,fat,calling,fake,
nerd,dressed,freak

T476–f 5 i've,thinking,waste,figure,regret,settle,imma,wasting,else's,trapped,fed,
apologize,needing,damned,undone

Note: –f = probability of use for topic was reversed.
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Network performance

The edge weight accuracies (i.e. the confidence intervals) for survey-based and language-based
final network are provided in Supporting Information S10 and S11, respectively. Visual inspec-
tion of these figures showed that edge weights estimated from the sample at hand largely cor-
responded with the bootstrapped weights and their confidence intervals. As a note, this
observation was not true for the smaller edge weights; however, this is an artefact of our
regularisation, which sets smaller weights to zero to obtain a better model fit.

We were unable to estimate the centrality stabilities for our residualised survey-based final
network (which could have been performed if we did not control for the strong wording effects
in our initial network estimation). The centrality stability estimates for the language-based final
network, that is, betweenness, closeness, strength and expected influence, were 0.44, 0.36, 0.67

FIGURE 4 Standardised centrality indices for each node in the survey-based network.
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and 0.75, respectively. These values were higher than the minimum value of 0.25, as suggested
by previous work (Epskamp et al., 2018), indicating the stability of each of the centrality values
we used. Supporting Information S12 and S13 provides a detailed insight into how each of these
values had changed at the end of each iteration for survey-based and language-based final net-
works, respectively.

DISCUSSION

Most studies on wellbeing have been based on survey measures (Dolan et al., 2011; Proctor &
Tweed, 2016). Alternatively, individuals' language on social media can be automatically
analysed to assess their wellbeing levels as well through SMTM methods. To examine the value

FIGURE 5 Standardised centrality indices for each node in the social media language-based network.
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of using SMTM methods to assess wellbeing, we compared the networks based on survey items
and language topics (obtained from social media). We first estimated networks to filter out
redundant survey items and language topics. After this, final networks based on the remaining
items and the language topics were estimated. The final survey-based network showed five
wellbeing dimensions, and at the node level, the most important item was about self-
acceptance. The final language network was also resulted in five wellbeing related dimensions,
and the most important two network nodes were the language topics referring to having less
probability for using offensive words towards other people and talking more on the themes
related to happiness, compassion and philosophy. Overall, it appeared that both survey and lan-
guage topic networks conveyed similar information on wellbeing with some differences. Below,
we will first compare and interpret the data-driven dimensions found in each network, node-
level results and finally the results concerning the edges in both networks. After this, we will
provide the present study's limitations, implications and finally the conclusion.

As revealed by our analyses, both survey and language network nodes were summarised in
the same number of data-driven clusters. These clusters were similar in terms of their contents
and largely mapped onto one another. For instance, in both networks, clear eudaimonic
wellbeing, self-acceptance and social support-related dimensions were identified. The dimen-
sions in both networks were theoretically meaningful and reflected constructs found in the
wellbeing literature such as eudaimonic wellbeing (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Diener et al., 2010;
Ryff, 1989), social support/loneliness (reversed) (Thomas et al., 2017; VanderWeele
et al., 2012), self-acceptance/compassion (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Zessin et al., 2015) and satisfac-
tion with life (Diener et al., 1985). Therefore, both networks informed about wellbeing in a
similar manner.

Although most of the dimensions in both networks aligned with one another, some of the
identified dimensions were unique in each network. First, a life-satisfaction dimension was
found in the survey network but not found in the language network. These results may be inter-
preted as suggesting that humans do not spontaneously engage in evaluating their life and
expressing it on social media through language, at least not as much as they do in surveys.
Assessing life satisfaction requires the active effort of the individual to make a cognitive judge-
ment of their lives (Diener et al., 1985), and in the survey measures for life satisfaction, the
respondents are explicitly asked for making this judgement unlike the SMTM-based assessment
of wellbeing. Second, a dimension related to being respectful/kind to others (as indicated by
having a lower probability for using negatively valenced words particularly about other individ-
uals) was identified only in the language network, and not in the survey-based network. It
appears that social media language partially captures personality dimensions such as agreeable-
ness that is relevant to higher wellbeing (Anglim et al., 2020), but not directly incorporated in
wellbeing questionnaires. This is important because survey measures for wellbeing only focus
on assessing wellbeing constructs such as happiness or life satisfaction. Third, the presence of a
unique dimension in the language-based wellbeing network that reflected not being verbally
offensive to others is in line with the meta-analyses indicating a positive association between
kindness and higher levels of wellbeing (Hui et al., 2020). The reason for such a dimension to
appear only in our language network (but not in our survey network) might lie in the interac-
tive nature of social media platforms that the survey measures do not provide. To be more pre-
cise, on social media platforms, individuals may publicly share (or only to a selected group of
individuals, i.e. followers or friends) their positive and negative thoughts about a person, group
or an entity and also directly engage in conversations with other people. Such expressions may
sometimes take forms of antisocial behaviours, which are sometimes known as cyberbullying or
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hate speech (ElSherief et al., 2018). Overall, finding unique dimensions shows us that survey
and language of social media can inform on different aspects of wellbeing (life satisfaction by
surveys, interpersonal communication skills by social media language) and therefore can com-
plement each other to provide a fuller picture of a person's wellbeing.

Concerning our node-level results, the most important nodes in each network were differ-
ent, but they all aligned with the existing evidence available. In our survey-based final net-
work, ‘In general, I feel confident and positive about myself’ (SA4) was the most central node
(item) as supported by our visual inspection revealing this item had the most frequent links/
edges with other items, highlighting its function as a general hub within the overall wellbeing
structure. On the other hand, in our language-based network, the most important nodes were
about having a lower probability for using aggressive words towards others (based on
T444—inversed) and having a higher probability for talking about philosophical matters relat-
ing to humans, nature, happiness and compassion (based on T54). The result of the survey
network aligned with the most survey-based wellbeing network studies showing self-
acceptance (Giuntoli & Vidotto, 2021; Stochl et al., 2019) and self-worth (Van de Weijer
et al., 2021) to be among the most central items. In a study by Zeng et al. (2019), no self-
esteem or self-worth items were included in their network, thus resulting in items related to
activity, optimism and cheerfulness being most important. With regards to our language-based
network, we were unable to make any comparison with existing studies applying network
analysis to social media language of wellbeing. This was because, to our knowledge, our study
is the first one to apply such a method. Nevertheless, the most central topics of our language
network were in line with two meta-analyses using survey data indicating both kindness (Hui
et al., 2020) and self-compassion (Zessin et al., 2015) to be positively correlated with higher
levels of wellbeing.

The differences in most central items between the two networks can be due to the inherent
differences between how survey and social media language data are collected and wellbeing
scores are created. In surveys, individuals may feel more comfortable to indicate that they feel
positive about themselves (as indicated by the most important/central item in the survey net-
work), as the communication is limited between the anonymous participant and the researcher,
reassuring individuals to reveal direct information at such a level. On the other hand, on social
media, expressing such positive thoughts may be considered as narcissistic as the individuals
share their thoughts in the presence of other social media users. Nonetheless, individuals may
still express high levels of wellbeing without referring to how precisely they feel positive about
themselves, but instead do this through talking more frequently on topics such as happiness,
compassion or nature over social media (as indicated by the most central language topics in our
study).

With respect to the edges between the nodes in each network, we found that the language
network had more homogeneously occurring edges compared with the survey network. Such
higher homogeneity might be due to the interchangeable nature of language elements
(i.e. words/topics) in daily language use: The same words can be used for expressing different
ideas and thoughts. On the contrary, survey items are written to measure a specific construct
(for instance, autonomy), thus decreasing the chance for using the same item for measuring
another construct (for instance, self-acceptance)—which can explain finding a more clustered/
heterogeneous network structure observed in our language networks based on social media lan-
guage compared with the survey one. This result particularly confirms the more unstructured
and versatile nature of social media language data compared with survey measures specifically
developed to assess particular wellbeing constructs and dimensions.
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Limitations

The present study has several limitations. The sample in the present study was limited to indi-
viduals who live in the United States and were paid by the Qualtrics platform to compensate for
their participation. Future studies should seek to extend our results in different, more ecologi-
cally valid samples. In our study, some of the widely applied centrality measures in psychologi-
cal networks, which have been recently questioned for their suitability in psychological
research, were also used in our study (i.e. betweenness and closeness) (Bringmann et al., 2019).
Therefore, the results particularly based on betweenness and closeness should be interpreted
with caution and are subject for confirmation by future studies.

The results were based on cross-sectional data and between subject-level analyses. The
cross-sectional nature of the data limits any inference to be made regarding the direction of the
associations found between the network nodes and the centrality measures (e.g. strength) based
on these links. For instance, our finding that self-acceptance is the most central item in our
survey-based wellbeing network can be interpreted in multiple ways: It may mean that, com-
pared with other network items, any increase in positive self-view may lead to increases in
other wellbeing domains (e.g. personal growth, life satisfaction). It may also mean that any
changes in more peripheral nodes (as opposed to being more central) may manifest themselves
the easiest on positive self-view levels.

As an important remark about our approach on using these centrality measures, we inter-
preted results obtained from multiple centrality metrics together to highlight the importance of
a single node, instead of interpreting these centrality measures in isolation. This was also
because the most central nodes in our networks mostly had the highest centrality scores based
on each centrality metric (such as the survey item SA4).

As another potential limitation, we have detected some biases associated with negative
wording in our survey responses, that is, items tended to cluster with each other solely based
on whether they were phrased negatively or positively. This is highly in line with previous fac-
tor analytic studies reporting such difficulties in term of replicating the original six-factor
structure of Ryff PWBS (Abbott et al., 2006; Burns & Machin, 2009; Fernandes et al., 2010;
Hsu et al., 2017; Sirigatti et al., 2009; Springer & Hauser, 2006; Springer et al., 2006; Triado
et al., 2007; for an overview, see Henn et al., 2016). It is also known that survey-based data
may suffer from certain biases such as social desirability or recollection bias (Edwards, 1957;
Shiffman et al., 1997) or wording effects (Schuman & Presser, 1996) as also found in our study.
We have applied specific methods to solve wording-related problems in partial correlation net-
works (residualEGA; Garcia-Pardina et al., 2022), which appeared to remedy these problems
effectively. In addition, although we have not reported similar type of problems in our social
media language networks, existing evidence warns about potential biases to be found in social
media data as well. For instance, some studies have shown individuals from certain demo-
graphics (e.g. sex, educational level, racial background) can be under- or overrepresented in
different social media platforms (Hargittai, 2020; Hargittai et al., 2018), which may bias any
inferences made at population level based on such data. Kern, Park et al. (2016) mentioned
that even though desirability biases are also present in the language of social media, the rank
order among individuals remains the same: For instance, even though an introverted individ-
ual may try to look a bit more extraverted, on average, they post way less about parties and
more on topics like reading compared with the more extraverted individuals. Yet, further
investigation is necessary to determine the impact of social desirability on SMTM-based evalu-
ations of wellbeing.
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Implications

In general, our findings suggest that both survey-based and social media language-based net-
works of wellbeing are similar in their ability to provide information about the wellbeing of
individuals in line with established theoretical perspectives on wellbeing. At the same time, the
differences spotted in each of these networks suggest that the two methods can provide unique
information, thus potentially complementing each other. For instance, the topics that happier
individuals would like to talk about (e.g. nature, philosophy, education) and how they interact
with other individuals (e.g. using fewer offensive language towards others) can be better
obtained from social media language data compared with the survey-based measurements of
wellbeing. On the other hand, survey-based assessment of wellbeing may better inform about
the degree that positive self-view that a person has. Leveraging the information from both
approaches used for assessing wellbeing may provide incremental validity over using a single
type of a measure.

Our results in terms of finding more homogenous edges in language-based wellbeing net-
works compared with the survey ones has reflected the fundamental differences in how each
data (survey and language data) have been created. The social media language data come from
the social media profiles of people, in which the individuals express themselves about topics
that are interesting to them and share with others; thus, the data are not limited to a specific
theme (i.e. unstructured). On the other hand, survey-based measurement of wellbeing concerns
the use of data from individuals in which participants choose their responses from a pre-
determined set of answers (e.g. Likert scale format) to also already determined set of questions.
Given that social media language data are not limited to a specific topic or construct, it can be
leveraged for assessing different constructs (e.g. wellbeing, depression, post-traumatic stress dis-
order, schizophrenia), whereas surveys allow for assessing a finite number of construct(s)
(e.g. depression, loneliness or happiness). The versatility of social media language data further
allows for an unobtrusive and real-time assessment of wellbeing, based on the (longitudinal)
type of data that are vastly available. The automatic analysis of such social media language data
(SMTM) allows for wellbeing assessment at both individual and regional levels (e.g. by aggre-
gating wellbeing scores across regions; Jaidka et al., 2020); therefore, both practitioners and
policymakers can use SMTM method to inexpensively inform their treatments and interven-
tions to increase human happiness/wellbeing.

Nonetheless, although such advantages of using SMTM exist, the development and the use
of survey measures have already existed for a long period of time; therefore, the potential short-
comings and remedies to the problems that may arise are better known to the field. As also
observed in our study's results, wording-related biases in surveys can be corrected with rela-
tively easy to access and known methods (e.g. defining methods factor in a structural equation
model). Further, the deployment of survey measures may require less expertise (e.g. pen–paper
format), and the interpretation of the results can be easier (for instance, summing up item
scores) while analysing language data may require more expertise and knowledge
(e.g. pre-processing techniques, algorithm training methods).

Conclusion

The present study assessed the similarities and differences of wellbeing as assessed through
both survey and social media language features. Both survey scores and social media language
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features can be used to assess wellbeing, as shown by the theoretically relevant and largely simi-
lar wellbeing dimensions found in each network based on the two data types. Language and
surveys also seem to provide slightly different information as reflected by the unique dimen-
sions that were found in each network, which can allow for providing a more exhaustive way of
measuring wellbeing if combined with each other.
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ENDNOTE
1 As a post hoc sensitivity analysis, we have estimated our final survey- and language-based networks with
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with the same regularisation level (lambda value) for all gamma values we have tested and provided identical
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